
 

  

 
 

Creating Multi-Variety VRS Rxs for 
Precision Planting 20/20 SeedSense 

(Basic) 

These instructions are for customers using the Precision Planting planters (original or retro-fit) with a 
20/20 SeedSense monitor. 

This workflow document is intended to present an overview of a basic process for create multi-variety 
variable rate seeding prescriptions (VRS Rxs) so that you can take advantage of the appropriate seed 
traits by planting the best variety in various areas of the field. The decision of which varieties are best for 
certain areas of the field are often based on a management zone and customer knowledge of the field. 

There are several extensions within AgStudio that you use to complete this process. Each extension used 
contains a Help button or icon (question mark) that provides comprehensive details and/or scenarios.  

To create VRS Rxs that you can take to the field for planting, use several key extensions in AgStudio: 

 Create Management Zone 

 Advanced Variety Placer 

 Create a VRS Recommendation from Management Zones 

 VRS Export 

 

Setup 

Before you begin, make sure you have the following prerequisites: 

 The selected Crop Zone has a commodity. Right-click on the Crop Zone, select Edit Crop Zone, and 
choose a commodity, if necessary. 

 Be sure the Crop involved in the recommendation has seed/acre as the unit of measure. Select 
Setup | Crop and edit the unit, if necessary. 
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Creating Management Zone Layer 

The first step in the process is to create a management zone for the domain level on which you want to 
create the recommendation. If you have an existing variable rate seeding prescription, you can use the 
Copy VRS to Management Zones extension, which is outlined below, or you can use an existing 
management zone layer such as soil types.  

1. From the Resources tree, select the field, farm, or grower that you want to add previously created 
VRS recommendation to as management layers. 

2. Seeding | Copy VRS to Management Zones  

3. Complete the Copy VRS to Management Zones dialog box. 

 

o Source Crop Year  

o Crop to Copy  

o Copy to Layer Name  

4. The single file or batch file process takes place and the new management zone layer(s) is added to 
the appropriate domain(s).  

Placing Varieties 

The next step is to place seed varieties on the crop zone. While you can use the Place a Variety 
extension, we recommend using the Advanced Variety Placer extension because you can simultaneously 
place the products and create the crop zone, if none exists, and the visual map indicators assist by 
identifying where products are placed. 

You must place two varieties on the planned planting operation for the specified crop zone(s) 

1. Seeding | Advanced Variety Placer 

2. To select products, click  to display the Select a Product dialog in which you select the 
desired product from a list containing the Crop, Manufacturer, and Variety, and enter the seeding 
Rate. 

3. To assign a product to a field operation, click  to enable the map selection tool (changes the 
mouse to a crosshair) to add the specific product to an existing crop zone 
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4. Once the seed varieties are placed, use the Selected Field tab to set each variety of the multi-
variety operation to Priority 1 

 

Generating VRS Recommendations 

You can generate a basic multi-variety seeding recommendation based on a simple, built-in 
reclassification calculator that takes advantage of existing management zone or soil type.  

1. Select the crop zone in the Resources tree for which you want to create a variable rate seeding 
recommendation  

2. Seeding | Create a VRS Recommendation | From Management Zones  

3. Choose the management zone layer and the group attribute from which you want to calculate 
seeding rates  
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4. The Seeding Rate Assignment dialog appears on which you: 

a. Select the field and variety combination that contains the first product you want to assign 
and enter the appropriate seeding rate. Keep in mind that you want to enter a Seed Rate 
of 0 for the zones you that will not be planted in the selected variety and an appropriate 
rate for the zones that will be planted in the selected variety.  

5. Click Assign 

 

6. Repeat step 4 for the other product in the multi-variety recommendation  

7. Click Assign and the layer displays the details of your seed assignments 
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Exporting VRS Recommendations 

Use the VRS Export to convert your multi-variety seeding recommendation into device-specific formats for 
various controllers. Each controller may have its own set of proprietary information that you can enter 
during the export process. 

1. Select the level in the tree for which you want to export (i.e. Grower, Farm, Field, Crop Zone, or 
Operation level)  

2. Seeding | VRS Export  

3. Optionally, print recommendation maps and a recommendation summary for each selected layer 

 

4. Click the Export Recommendation icon to display the Export Manager. 

Note: To efficiently work with the Export Manager dialog, see Appendix A for notes about the 
various options. 
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5. Use the Export Manager to define the device, properties, and send to options. For example, 

a. Device Format = Precision Planting Prescription 

b. Filename Template = %FarmName%_%FieldName%_%CropName% 

i. The template cannot contain a “/” as the 20/20 SeedSense monitor does not 
support a multi-level folder structure 

c. Raster Options = Uncheck both options 

d. Value = All products in one file 

e. In the Send To frame, click Add to select a Send to option from the drop down list. There 
are four primary send to (destination) options including: 

• Email - When you choose email, an email template is enabled. Complete the 
fields within the email template. Exported files are emailed in zip file format to the 
designated email address. 

• File - When you choose file, the File field is enabled. Click the ellipse to display 
the Save As dialog to select the save location where the files are to be exported. 
Exported files are zipped and saved at the selected location. 

• Folder - When you choose folder, the Output Folder field is enabled. Click the 
ellipse to display the Browse For Folder dialog to select the output folder. This is 
the location where the files are to be exported. They can be sent directly to a 
data card or to a folder on the computer for later transfer to a device data card. 

• Third-party systems - If you are licensed with a third-party data transfer 
application, choose the appropriate third-party option and destination. Then, click 
Export and the data is exported to the selected destination via the third-party 
vendor transfer mechanism. 

Note: Depending on your configuration, third-party systems may be disabled or may contain 
specific options. 

f. In the Settings frame, mark the check box(es) if you want to export single rate maps, zero 
rate maps, or include all resources in the export 

g. In the Include Reports frame, mark the check box(es) for the report(s) you want to export 

h. Click Save or Save As to display the Save VRA Export script dialog on which you name 
the script and select the domain to which you want this script to be available.  

i. If you make modifications to a saved script and want to overwrite the previous 
version, click Save. If you want to save the script under a different name or 
associate it to a different domain, click Save As. 

i. Click Export. 

When the export is complete, the output is a shapefile that contains a column for each variety. 

You return to the initial extension dialog. If any Errors or Warnings occur during the export process, a 
Diagnostics dialog is displayed. 

• If Errors are present, you must address them before the validity of the card can be certain.  

• If Warnings exist, review them to determine if any further action is required.  

 


